Faculty Senate Roster, 2010-2011

At-Large Senators

Business:

2010-2011 Term

_____ Doug Walker 1 year term - Eligible through 2015

Education, Health and Human Performance:

2010-2011 Term

_____ Margaret Hagood 1 year term - Eligible through 2013
_____ Brian Lanahan 1 year term - Eligible through 2015

2010-2012 Term

_____ Michelle Futrell 2 year term - Eligible through 2014

Humanities and Social Sciences:

2010-2011 Term

_____ Irina Gigova 1 year term - Eligible through 2013
_____ Scott Peeples 1 year term - Eligible through 2015
_____ Idee Winfield 1 year term - Eligible through 2015

2010-2012 Term

_____ Claire Curtis 2 year term - Eligible through 2012
_____ Julia Eichelberger 2 year term - Eligible through 2012
_____ Robert Westerfelhaus 2 year term - Eligible through 2014
_____ Celeste Lacroix 2 year term - Eligible through 2014
Languages, Cultures and World Affairs:

2010-2011 Term

_____Elizabeth Martinez-Gibson  1 year term- Eligible through 2015

2010-2012 Term

_____Marianne Verlinden  2 year term- Eligible through 2014

Science and Mathematics:

2010-2011 Term

_____Melissa Hughes  1 year term- Eligible through 2015
_____Christine Moore  1 year term- Eligible through 2015
_____Chris Starr  1 year term- Eligible through 2015

2010-2012 Term

_____Linda Jones  2 year term- Eligible through 2014
_____Garrett Mitchener  2 year term- Eligible through 2012
_____Rob Dillon  2 year term- Eligible through 2014

Library:

2010-2012 Term

_____Burton Callicott  2 year term- Eligible through 2014

Departmental Senators

School of the Arts:

_____Theatre: Gretchen McLaine - Eligible through 2014
_____Music: Lee-Chin Siow - Eligible through 2014
_____Studio Art: Sara Frankel - Eligible through 2014
_____Art History: Frank Cossa - Eligible through 2012
School of Business Administration & Economics:
____ Accounting/Legal Studies: Jeff Yost - Eligible through 2014
____ Economics/Finance: Mark Pyles - Eligible through 2012
____ Hospitality & Tourism Management: Steve Litvin - Eligible through 2013
____ Management & Entrepreneurship: Harland Hodges - Eligible through 2012
____ Marketing & Supply Chain Management: David Desplaces - Eligible through 2014

School of Education, Health, and Human Performance:
____ Teacher Education: Bob Perkins - Eligible through 2011
____ Health & Human Performance: Tim Scheett - Eligible through 2013

School of Humanities and Social Sciences:
____ Communication: Vince Benigni - Eligible through 2013
____ English: Mike Duvall - Eligible through 2014
____ History: Gao Bei - Eligible through 2014
____ Philosophy: Anthony Williams - Eligible through 2012
____ Political Science: Guoli Liu - Eligible through 2011
____ Psychology: Vincent Spicer - Eligible through 2012
____ Religious Studies: Meg Cormack - Eligible through 2013
____ Sociology/Anthropology: Moore Quinn - Eligible through 2013

School of Languages, Cultures, and World Affairs:
____ Classics: Jim Newhard - Eligible through 2010
____ French, Francophone, & Italian Studies: Massimo Maggiari - Eligible through 2011
____ German & Slavic Studies: Raisa Gomer - Eligible through 2013
____ Hispanic Studies: Carla Breidenbach - Eligible through 2013

School of Sciences & Mathematics:
____ Chemistry & Biochemistry: Richard Lavrich - Eligible through 2014
____ Biology: Craig Plante - Eligible through 2013
Computer Science: Bill Manaris - Eligible through 2012

Geology: Jim Carew - Eligible through 2014

Physics/Astronomy: Mikhail Agrest – Eligible through 2013

Mathematics: Paul Young - Eligible through 2014

Library:

Martha Stackel - Eligible through 2014

*New Wording from the FAM – Spring 2010

The term of office for Senators shall be two years; terms begin the day after spring commencement. A Senator shall be eligible for re-election to one additional consecutive term, following which one year must pass before he or she is again eligible. For purposes of eligibility, a partial term of service of one year or more shall be counted as a full term. Additionally, in order to maintain continuous service by departmental senators, any department with no eligible members may petition the Committee on Nominations and Elections for an exception at any time. One half of the Senators are elected each year. In the first year, election is for seats of one or two year terms, determined by lottery. A Senator elected in the first year to serve a one-year term is then eligible to be re-elected to two additional full terms. (Rev. April 2010)